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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An IEG is a solution for effecting information sharing between 
different security and information domains by providing a 
managed set of information exchange services. The purpose 
of the information exchange service is to connect domains 
that otherwise lack interoperability. Whilst information 
exchange is desired, the confidentiality and other information 
assurance aspects of connected information domains 
cannot be compromised and therefore suitable information 
protection services must be implemented. 

In this paper, we explore the IEG concept, and look at the 
practical issues Nexor has encountered in deploying IEG 
solutions – largely based around flexibility to meet the 
business challenge and provide the required level of trust in 
the information exchange.

We propose that the solution to the challenges are based 
on a modular and accreditable architecture that enables 
flexibility in the deployment model (required by differing IEG 
scenarios).

For the longer term, this paper challenges the boundary 
models and reviews a number of research projects that are 
looking at alternatives to boundary security approaches.

The experiences highlighted show Nexor has been a driving 
force in the development and deployment of the IEG concept 
to enable trustworthy secure information exchange.

Information exchange is required in the military context to provide seamless human-to-
human communication across the force for mission planning and execution. To achieve this 
NATO has defined the concept of an Information Exchange Gateway (IEG) to securely manage 
the information exchange boundary between coalition systems. 

Image licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0
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The FMN will begin to be deployed from 2015 with the key 
objectives being to provide: seamless human-to-human 
communication across the force for mission planning 
and execution; a single view of the battlespace across the 
mission network; timely provision of a Mission Network and 
consistent; accurate and reliable mission data.

With the establishment of the FMN it is clear that there will 
still be a requirement for Information Exchange Gateways 
to facilitate the passing of information across security 
domains and to other agencies.

2.1 OPERATIONAL CONTEXT
“Effective NATO operations require the exchange of a wide 
variety of data within and between NATO and National 
Consultation, Command and Control systems. This information 
exchange shall be achieved via the establishment of specified 
gateways in NATO and National systems, the boundary 
conditions of which shall be defined by NATO Interface Profiles 
in identifying the common data exchange protocols and 
standards which shall be used”.1

The types of information that need to be shared in these 
coalition environments come in many different forms  
and include:

• Chat data;
• Formal and informal messaging;
• Tracks data;
• File transfer – of Imagery;
• Web traffic;
• Directory information;
• Infrastructure services such as DNS and NTP to enable 

other services.

These encompass different application communication 
models:

• Push: For example, email where a sender specifically 
identifies the recipient and sends the message to them. 
The information is moved from the network of the sender 
to the systems used by the reader.

• Pull: Where information is made available in a repository 
and the recipient accesses it when required. The 
information on a remote network is requested by the 
reader and moved to their system.

• Bilateral communication: When multiple parties 
communicate via services such as chat, information flows 
both ways.

• Collaboration: When multiple parties share information 
via a collaboration platform, such as SharePoint, 
information in the repository is accessed from multiple 
networks. At the current time the use of collaboration 
services in an operational environment is limited due to 
security concerns.

The information sharing needs span many different types 
of organisation and trust: Between trusted NATO partners; 
between non-NATO military forces; between military 
and international organisations and even open source 
intelligence from the Internet (such as Google maps to 
provide local situational information).  

Trust is a key concept in this information sharing. Some 
parties will be more trusted than others, and the level of trust 
will determine the level of security controls implemented 
– both in the level and type of controls to determine what 
information is exported and the sophistication of the controls 
to prevent malware from being imported.

2. THE CUSTOMER ENVIRONMENT

1 NATO C3 System Interoperability Directive (Reference D, Chapter 7)

During the NATO operation in Afghanistan the requirement to exchange information between 
nations was facilitated by the Afghan Mission Network (AMN). Based on the success of AMN 
the concept for a Federated Mission Network (FMN) was established.
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Figure 1 
IEG INTERCONNECTIVITY

Demonstrating the variety of different systems that need to be interconnected within both NATO and Nations for Consultation, 
Command and Control systems.
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2.2 SECURITY AT THE BOUNDARY 
The nature of the applications being used (chat data, 
formal messaging, tracks data, file transfer…), the semi-
trusted coalition environment and the communication 
modes employed, means applications are controlled and 
managed within their own systems and network boundaries 
by coalition partners. To enable the sharing of information 
current security solutions tend to be boundary focused.

At this point, it should be noted that the boundary focus 
represents a difference from many commercial networks 
where due to the vanishing perimeter, access control models 
prevail. This is largely due to the proliferation of end-user 
devices and operational models that require access from any 
device at any time, subject to security controls.

This paper explores three issues: 

1. How can boundary solutions evolve to address the 
identified challenges with current solutions?

2. How can the solutions evolve to meet the changing needs 
facilitated by technology advances?

3. How can the challenges of accreditation be solved?

The need for information exchange between coalition forces 
is clear, how do we find the appropriate balance between 
supporting the mission and managing security risk? The 
variables that need to be balanced include lifetime cost, 
usability and security.

It is important to understand the complexity and diversity 
of the potential attacks, and the impact they can have in 
a specific situation. The nature of the threat the coalition 
faces is asymmetric: it is a lot harder to defend a computer 
network or cyber system than penetrate it. 

The attack surface is large and includes not only the end-
user applications but the underlying middleware, operating 
systems, firmware and even hardware; new methods of 
attack are being discovered all the time and the rate of 
discovery increasing.

A constant barrier to deployment of suitable protection 
mechanisms is the “I’ve got a firewall, surely I’m OK” mind 
set, this is fully understandable when presented with a high-
cost solution that reduces capability but improves security. 

As such solutions are often consigned to the “too hard” 
bucket and the mission effectiveness compromised by lack 
of information sharing down to the lack of an adequate 
solution – a problem we have to overcome if we are to 
enable the services operations demand.

2. THE CUSTOMER ENVIRONMENT CONT.
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Formally, the capability described above is provided by three 
IEG services: 

• Node Protection Services which are responsible for 
infrastructure security of the IEG itself. 

• Information Exchange Services which are responsible for 
the controlled flow of information on a basic level.

• Information Protection Services to determine if the 
information flow is consistent with the information 
exchange security policy.

The information protection services are often referred to as 
application gateways or guards4 and are contained within 
a protected network. One application gateway exists for 
each end-system application/protocol (Chat, Email, File 
transfer...) that the IEG is to enable. 

Each IEG application gateway will provide protection at both 
the protocol layer and the end-system application content, 
in many cases providing a protocol break (an issue explored 
in more depth in the Nexor White Paper “Protecting 
confidential information using Data Diodes”5.) 

A fundamental feature of the IEG application gateway is 
there is no end-to-end flow of network or protocol data, 
only a flow application content. It also needs to be robust, 
providing trustworthy solutions that can be relied upon to 
provide the expected level of protection in all situations – 
more on this later (Section 4.2.2).

As well as enabling content-flow the IEG forms a self-
protecting node (by virtue of the node protection services) 
that sits at the boundary between one system and another. 
Self-protecting means the IEG applications are in a DMZ6, 
surrounded by firewalls and other protection mechanisms. 
Within the DMZ there are intrusion prevention and detection 
elements as well as anti-virus capabilities to ensure the 
integrity of the IEG itself is maintained.

Figure 2 overleaf outlines a typical IEG architecture. It is 
important to note there are two IEGs – each owned and 
operated independently by the network they are protecting.

3. INFORMATION EXCHANGE GATEWAYS

An Information Exchange Gateway (IEG) is a concept dating back more than a decade, 
developed largely by NATO NCIA2 to manage and secure information services internally and 
between NATO and external organisations3. IEGs provide the required boundary protection 
services to enable secure information exchange, whilst protecting against data leakage and 
malware ingest.

2 Formerly NC3A
3 “Safe Exchange of Information for Civil-Military Operations” - http://nxr.co/1EBATGL
4 In this paper we use the term application gateways to encompass both application guards and application gateways. There are subtle differences 

between the two, for more information see “What is the difference between a Guard and a Gateway?” at http://nxr.co/1yYotKg
5 “Protecting confidential information using Data Diodes” - http://nxr.co/WPprotect
6 De-Militarized Zone: a protected ‘buffer’ network between a trusted network and an untrusted network
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Figure 2 
AN EXAMPLE OF AN IEG ARCHITECTURE

There are two IEGs, one for each partner network. Each IEG is a self-contained and protected node containing per-protocol guard 
and gateway technology.

3. INFORMATION EXCHANGE GATEWAYS CONT.
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3. INFORMATION EXCHANGE GATEWAYS CONT.

3.1 IEG SCENARIOS
Depending on the classification of the systems being 
connected, the classification of the information being 
exchanged, and the level of trust in the remote systems, 
there are different operational IEG scenarios. These are 
defined by NATO as scenarios A to E and outlined in Figure 3:

• Scenario A is defined for connecting two domains 
that have the same security classification level and 
same NATO baseline CIS, but are operated by different 
authorities. Typically, this will be a NATO enclave run 
inside a NATO nation;

• Scenario B is defined for connecting two domains that have 
the same security classification level, but different security 
policies, for example, a NATO nation connecting to NATO. 
Scenario B variants also cover connecting multiple/different 
security classification levels with the same security policy, 
for example, NATO SECRET to NATO RESTRICTED;

• Scenario C is defined for connecting deployed NATO 
mission systems to other domains;

• Scenario D is defined for connecting NATO systems 
to international organisations or non-government 
organisations;

• Scenario E is defined for connecting NATO systems to 
the Internet or NATO systems to NATO UNCLASSIFIED 
systems that are connected to the Internet.

To develop the scenarios further and provide further clarity 
to the IEG model, in 2009, Nexor published “Information 
Exchange Gateways: Reference Architecture”7, a vendor 
neutral description of the IEG concept and the functional 
and logical components within an implementation of an IEG.

This reference architecture was accompanied by a Nexor 
solution paper8, describing how the Nexor product set 
implemented the architecture. 

Other suppliers followed by producing similar solution 
papers showing how their product maps to the reference 
architecture described by Nexor.

7 http://nxr.co/IEGS1
8 Available on request from info@nexor.com
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Figure 3 
IEG SCENARIOS

Each circle with the letter A, B, C, D or E represents the IEG scenario that is needed to enable this interconnection.
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3. INFORMATION EXCHANGE GATEWAYS CONT.

3.2 SCENARIO VARIATIONS
As can be seen in Figure 3 (previous page) there are 
multiple places where each IEG scenario can be used. In 
our experience real world deployments of IEGs into the 
European Defence Agency and NATO as well as application 
guards and gateways to ministries of defence worldwide, 
even this is a simplification, with there being lots of variants 
and sub-variants of this basic scenario models. 

To add to this, there are then the application specific protocols 
to add to the scenarios as well as the deep content inspection 
and validation requirements. Implementation choices are also 
a factor (for example, are virtual servers acceptable?). As such 
it is very hard to define an exhaustive list of what is needed to 
implement an IEG – every situation is different.

The nature of the variations mean solutions tend to be 
bespoke. As such they can be slow to implement and deploy, 
hard to maintain and expensive. The following sections 
explore how Nexor has changed this reality with our 
deployed IEG solutions.

Some of the variables we have seen in the field include:

• Protocol variations – for example, differing labelling 
standard on email components, or different protocols 
used for simple file exchange, the use or otherwise of 
(Transport Layer Security) TLS on protocol connections;

• Content Inspection – the level and depth of content 
inspection expected, from superficial (checking the  
“file magic”9), through basic schema checking to full  
bit-by-bit analysis;

• Node protection – for example, the number of anti-virus 
engines each item of data is to be assessed by;

• Quarantine – how data that does not meet the security 
policy is to be handled; for example, rejected or quarantined.

• Cost trade-offs – a full IEG contains many different 
elements and requires significant technology integration 
by experienced engineers. This costs, and cost drivers 
lead to compromises. As an example, virtualisation can 
be used to reduce size, weight and power consumption, 
but for some this can introduce unacceptable hypervisor 
risks into the system10.

• Management Integration – whilst the IEG has its own 
integrated Intrusion Detection System (IDS) / Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS) elements, there is often need 
to integrate this into a wider protective monitoring 
environment, where Big Data analytics can be used to detect 
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), requiring the need 
for additional management application gateways (so the 
management network itself cannot be used as a bridge).

• Accreditation – we have seen differences in the 
accreditation approach and the emphasis (or otherwise) 
placed on product evaluations. Evaluation works well 
where there is a sustainable market, such as firewalls 
and email guards; hence the reason why products like 
Nexor Sentinel are evaluated. Accreditation becomes 
more challenging for other protocols, specifically where 
there is not a ready commercial market. For example, 
the commercial market for track data guards beyond web 
and email is not yet mature, thus, evaluations are often 
bespoke or waived. Section 5 of this paper discusses this 
topic in more detail.

• Through Life Support – system longevity/scalability is 
a factor too. Some customers are more concerned than 
others about how the system can expand and adapt to 
both newly discovered security vulnerabilities and the 
need to expand the system to adopt new operational 
protocols.

• Rapid reconfiguration – to meet different deployment 
requirements, there is often a need for rapid 
reconfiguration of the system to adopt different protocols 
and security policies.

Finally, to add to these variables there are perception 
barriers. Many customers have a desire for a “magic 
black box” to take the problem away, they just want to buy 
something that enables their information exchange; their 
primary interest is in (securely) accessing the services the 
solution enables. 

In some cases where the problem is very specific and well 
defined a magic black box is viable, but in most cases a 
richer IEG architecture is needed to mitigate the security 
risks; however, the customer is not fully aware of the 
security complexities that need to be managed in this high 
threat environment, so tend to see this as “security folk 
getting in the way”.

This all leads to a situation where there is a strong desire 
in the customer base for “something better”. What are the 
options moving forward?

9 http://nxr.co/1upvYml
10 This is discussed further in the Nexor Paper “The role of virtualisation 

in Cross-Domain Solutions” - http://nxr.co/virtualCDS
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3. INFORMATION EXCHANGE GATEWAYS CONT.

3.3 MOVING FORWARD
To address these challenges we need a more flexible 
approach to building, deploying and accrediting IEGs. In 
the next section of this paper we explore how we can build 
and deploy better IEGs more cost effectively, followed by a 
section looking at the critical topic of accreditation – how 
can we be sure the IEGs work as expected in a hostile 
environment, a significant cost factor in a deployment.

Before moving on to look at solutions, we should also 
note that in other business communities cloud models 
are driving rapid change. No longer is critical information 
maintained within the corporate boundary, surrounded by 
boundary protection devices. 

Information is moving to other platforms, accessed by a 
wide range of end users’ devices, with varying level of trust. 
Cloud models are eroding the nature of the boundary and 
the effectiveness of boundary security models. The problem 
space has changed from boundary protection to client 
protection, access control and authorisation.

Within the coalition community there is a sceptical view 
of cloud-based solutions and a perception that “anything 
in the cloud could be compromised”. The business and 
use case for IEGs is fundamentally based on the stove 
pipe nature of the systems the community uses, and by 
a boundary protection philosophy, so not well suited to a 
cloud model.

Over time, IEG models will erode as cloud models take hold, 
even in this ‘hard to do’ environment, commercial pressures 
would seem to make this inevitable, so the final section of 
this paper looks at possible future paths.
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4.1 FLEXIBILITY
The discussion of the scenarios has identified how no two 
IEG deployments are the same, so any solution model has 
to be flexible:

• The solution needs to be able to add and remove 
individual functional services. It must be extensible and 
re-usable to reduce accreditation costs. This includes 
protocols handling, content verification components; 
flow control and instruction detection, and monitoring 
components as well as the addition of services to an 
existing IEG as the scope of service expands or alters.

• The solution needs to be capable of being delivered 
in different form factors, without the need for full 
re-accreditation. Often this can require the solution is 
ported to a different platform to meet specific operating 
conditions11. 

• The solution needs to be able to address differing 
assurance levels. In some scenarios software solutions 
are perfectly acceptable, as are mainstream COTS 
products; in others specialist software and in some cases 
hardware is required.

• The solution needs to be scalable for both size of 
communities and number of services. 

How can we achieve this?

4.2 SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
To meet these challenges, Nexor adopt a systematic 
approach, based on real world deployments. The approach 
comprises:

• Secure Information Exchange Architecture – to provide 
a consistent approach to each application gateway 
(providing IEG information exchange services);

• Guard Framework – to provide a consistent approach to 
ensuring the integrity components of the IEG (providing 
IEG information protection services);

• Node Protection Services – to provide a consistent 
approach to protecting the IEG;

• Deployment methodology – to provide a consistent 
approach to ensuring the IEG meets the operational 
needs whilst mitigating identified security risks.

As you can see a common theme is consistency – this is 
critical in enabling costs and delivery schedules to be kept 
to a minimum while meeting the accreditation needs. We 
now explore each of these in more detail.

4. BUILDING A BETTER IEG

11 Nexor developed a small-form factor guard - http://nxr.co/GDintNexor

As discussed in Section 2 “The Customer Environment”, we need to evolve the approach to 
building, deploying and accrediting IEGs. In this section of the paper we explore how we can 
build better and more flexible IEGs. 
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4.2.1 Secure Information Exchange Architecture
Nexor developed the Secure Information eXchange 
Architecture (SIXA®), based on architectural patterns from 
the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)12, to meet 
the varied and challenging demands discussed in this 

paper. SIXA® is an architectural model that can be applied 
to building an application element of an IEG, aligned to 
National Cyber Security Centre’s (NCSC) architectural 
patterns. By taking an architectural approach, we can juggle 
the variables of secure information exchange and provide a 
solution to the specific challenge.

4. BUILDING A BETTER IEG CONT.

12 National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) is the Information Security arm of GCHQ. GCHQ is a UK security and intelligence organisation tasked by 
Government to protect the nation from threats

13 A network proxy acts as an intermediary for requests from clients seeking resources from server – to the client it looks like the real server, and to 
the server, it looks like the real client

14 http://nxr.co/WPSIXA

Figure 4 
THE CORE ELEMENTS OF THE SIXA® ARCHITECTURE

By taking an architectural approach it is possible to juggle the variables of secure information exchange and provide a solution to 
the specific challenge.

CAPTURE DELIVERVALIDATEFLOW CONTROLTRANSFORM

SIXA® comprises of five elements:

• “Capture” – receive or collect the data from the  
sending network. Often a file store or a network proxy13 

(server-side);

• “Transform” – modify the data for interoperability 
or security purposes. Sometimes referred to as an 
application gateway;

• “Flow Control” – ensure data only flows in the direction 
required to support the business process. Often delivered 
by a firewall (two-way data flow) or a data diode (one-way 
data flow);

• “Validate” – ensure the content (and in some cases 
protocol) conform to the security policy. Sometimes 
referred to as a guard;

• “Deliver” – make the data available for using in the 
recipient network. Often a file store or a network proxy 
(client-side). Note, this does not have to be the same 
protocol as the Capture element – this provides for 
greater interoperability and transformational security.

More details on SIXA® can be found in the white paper 
“Secure Information Exchange - Reference Architecture”14. 
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4.2.2 Guard Framework
Within SIXA®, the individual components also need careful 
consideration; especially the “validate” component, 
sometimes referred to as a guard. Its role is to ensure 
the content (and in some cases protocol) conform to the 
security policy. It is a key security enforcing function in 
SIXA® and needs to be implemented in a robust way in itself 
to ensure it always provides the protection needed.

A Guard is an IEG component providing services to capture 
and deliver application content, provide network separation 
as well as the fundamental content verification. A basic 
guard framework is shown in Figure 5.

A key element of this for the guard is to exhibit network 
separation – there is no direct connection between the 
“Data In” and “Data Out” channels. The orchestration 
element ensures that data can only be passed from one 
network to the other if it has been approved by appropriate 
content verification filters.

It is important to ensure there is only a one-way flow of data 
through the guard framework to help preserve integrity of the 
guard itself, and ensure there is not a leak of data from “Data 
Out” and “Data In”. Nexor chose to ensure this by defining 
SELinux policy for allowable execution paths – in effect 
implementing a set of logical data diodes within the guard. 

As we shall see in Section 5.1, this model of how a guard is 
built is important when it comes to product evaluation.

4. BUILDING A BETTER IEG CONT.

Figure 5 
GUARD FRAMEWORK (SIMPLIFIED)

Critically, orchestration ensures that only content passed as “conformant to policy” by verification can make it to the “data out” path.
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4.2.3 Node Protection
The Node Protection Services of an IEG are responsible 
for infrastructure security. This typically consists of the 
network and host security tools you would expect in a 
network, including network and host-based Intrusion 
Detection and Prevention Systems, as well as the ability to 
check for viruses and malware. 

In addition to this, individual elements of the IEG, such 
as the application gateways and guards use controls like 
secure boot, tamper protection and system attestation (via 
the Linux Integrity Measurement Architecture) to protect 
the individual device integrity.

Nexor’s experience is that Node Protection services generally 
comply with a standard set of deployment patterns.

4.2.4 Deployment Services
As we can see, any IEG requires the integration of a 
number of components in a robust architecture. To provide 
a coherent solution multiple components must work 
together within a consistent architecture, to ensure the 
solution meets the overall functional requirements in an 
appropriately secure manner. In addition, the management 
demands of the solution must be appropriate for the 
environment and users who will maintain the solution.

Critical to achieve this is having a systematic approach 
to understanding the business information exchange 
needs; understanding the security threats and assurance 
needs; knowing the business context and a grasp of the 
risk appetite. Alongside this, a good understanding of 
technology components is required to enable a robust and 
supportable deployment to be implemented.

Typically, product vendors alone cannot offer the services 
needed, and system integrators do not have the product 
knowledge. This is why at Nexor we have developed 
CyberShield Secure® Services – to enable us to own 
and manage the requirements analysis, design and 
deployment of all components of an IEG delivery as a 
Technology Integrator15.

4.3 SUMMARY 
Using this systemic approach encompassing SIXA®, guard 
framework, node protection services and deployment 
methodology, we can re-use models and components to 
build an IEG to meet specific situations, including differing 
protocols, verification needs, form factor needs and 
differing security requirements.

Crucially, this means the solution is also able to flex to 
balance business, security and cost needs.

Whilst a big stride forward in terms of providing assurable 
flexibility, further evolutions of approach are expected. In 
the longer term, technologies such as Docker16 may enable 
even greater flexibility, and even enable a modular-based 
ecosystem approach.

In the meantime, let’s turn our attention to assurance, a 
large ticket item in any deployment.

4. BUILDING A BETTER IEG CONT.

15 This is why Lockheed Martin contracted Nexor to work on the new NATO headquarters - http://nxr.co/1CnMXs6
16 Docker is an open-source project that automates the deployment of applications inside software containers, by providing an additional layer of 

abstraction and automation of operating system–level virtualization - http://nxr.co/1vCe4mA
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Two common techniques are used:

• Product Evaluation - where a third party looks at the 
design and implementation of a specific product and 
certifies that it meets a defined set of security behaviours.

• Solution Assurance - where a third party looks over a 
system and asserts that identified security risks have 
been mitigated. Mitigation may include using evaluated 
products. Assurance is carried out by an accreditor.

In an IEG context, it is important to note that Product 
Evaluation typically looks at a single product, not the IEG 
system as a whole; whereas Solution Assurance looks at 
the full IEG system.

The most widely recognised form of Product Evaluation is 
Common Criteria, which we will now explore further.

5.1 COMMON CRITERIA
Common Criteria is an internationally recognised product 
evaluation scheme, that has had mixed success, but is 
undergoing transformation to address underlying issues.

One approach to Common Criteria is for a product supplier 
to define a set of security claims for a product, the security 
target17. A third party lab then tests the claims, reviewing 
and testing the functional security claims for the product. 
In addition they review the processes to build and ship the 
product to ensure it is the evaluated product that gets shipped 
to a customer and not accidentally a variant. If the third party 
lab is satisfied the conditions have been met they issue a 
certificate, such as the certificate issued to Nexor Sentinel18. 

One of the challenges of this approach is products are 
used in different contexts, where the security target is not 
applicable, rendering the certification invalid. However 
the products are still deployed as if the certification were 
correct, exposing the network to unmanaged risks.

Also, some customer environments are very rigid in the 
interpretation of Common Criteria and insist on having the 
exact product that was evaluated - even if it has known 
vulnerabilities, fixed with a patch, the patch is not deployed 
for fear of “breaking the certification”.

Clearly these issues are non-sensible and work against 
what Common Criteria is trying to achieve. To address these 
issues, in September 2014 the common criteria community 
agreed substantive changes. This reform effectively 
discouraged the above mode of behaviour19, where vendors 
define the security target.

Instead an approach closely aligned to the Nation Cyber 
Security Centre’s (NCSC) work on Commercial Product 
Assurance (CPA) is favoured. Rather than the product 
vendor defining their own security target, the new scheme 
defines how a specific class of product will be judged: 
Collaborative Protection Profiles in Common Criteria and 
Characteristics in the CPA scheme.

By working with an agreed profile, system accreditors can 
be much more confident that the product provides the 
protection they anticipate. (NB: This approach should also 
reduce evaluation costs, as the target is already agreed).

Another key change with the schemes is the recognition 
that a product will need to be modified as time evolves to 
address identified vulnerabilities. As part of the evaluation 
process there are checks on the operational process within 
the vendor to ensure these changes are performed in a way 
that does not weaken the security functions of the product.

A final and key part of the changes are that certification 
labs are encouraged to recognise prior evaluation work 
on product components and modules. As such gaining 
a certificate for a new product that is a derivative of an 
existing product should be more cost effective.

Core to the success of the approach will be international 
recognition of specific protection profiles. Without 
international recognition market economies of scale will 
not appear and the costs of Common Criteria evaluation will 
remain high. 

Whilst a move in the right direction, at the current time, no 
Common Criteria Protection Profiles or CPA Characteristics 
for guards exists that they can be independently tested 
against. There are industry initiatives underway to solve 
this, to which Nexor contributes, but this will take time to 
evolve. We will explore this in more detail shortly, but first 
we need to look at solution assurance.

5. EVOLVING EVALUATION LANDSCAPE

The preceding sections discuss how IEGs can be built in a flexible manner to meet a variety 
of requirements. But, how do you know you can trust the solution? 

17 As an example, Nexor Sentinel has a security target on the Common Criteria portal - http://nxr.co/1wsjQkm
18 http://nxr.co/1Cu3w9A
19 Not removed altogether, but product can only be assessed to a level of EAL 2 to achieve international recognition
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5.2 SOLUTION ASSURANCE
Products such as guards and application gateways, as we 
have explored, are only one part of an IEG solution.

Typically IEG solutions will need to be accredited as a 
whole, by an independent accreditor to verify it is fit-for-
purpose and mitigates the identified risks. This process 
involves undertaking a risk assessment to identify what 
needs to be protected, followed by identification of how 
these risks can be mitigated and selection of the specific 
mitigations to be deployed.

A useful element in this approach is an architectural 
pattern – in effect a vendor independent model of how 
a class of problem can be solved. This is in effect what 
an IEG is – an architectural pattern for a self-protection 
information exchange node, as defined in the Nexor IEG 
Reference Architecture20. 

The accreditor will be able to assess if the specific solution 
reflects the pattern, and if not seek assurance that the 
deviation does not introduce security issues (a “comply or 
explain” methodology).

Product evaluations such as Common Criteria and 
Commercial Product Assurance (CPA) are often used as 
evidence that a product component within an architecture 
mitigates a specific set of identified risks. Where such 
evaluations are not available accreditors will look for key 
re-usable evidence such as product documentation, build 
process and track record. 

Additionally, (whether an evaluation exists or not), the 
accreditor will need to be sure the components have been 
deployed correctly (the world’s best, most evaluated firewall 
will not provide the desired security mitigation if configured 
to “allow all”).

Accreditation is traditionally an in-exact science, and 
approaches used by accreditors vary considerably in their 
preference for how certain categories of risk are managed 
– both internationally and within nations. This introduces 
cost pressure onto vendors who need to vary products for 
specific environments – back to the flexibility challenge.

Sometimes project specific accreditations are more 
formalised, the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) 
Tailored Assurance Scheme in the UK is an example – the 
challenge here being the evaluation applies only in the 
specific context of the project and is not transferrable 
between projects.

5. EVOLVING EVALUATION LANDSCAPE CONT.

20 http://nxr.co/IEGS1
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5.3 MODULAR APPROACH
As we have discussed, the product components within an IEG 
are necessarily varied to meet different needs – so solution 
assurance is appropriate. Also, we have seen product 
evaluation is a comprehensive process – but relatively rigid; 
defining a specific set of behaviours a product should exhibit. 
These two factors work against each other, a rigid process for 
a product class that requires flexibility.

Nexor believe the way forward is a modular approach that 
systematically provides an accreditor with the evidence 
needed to give confidence in a solution and its product 
components. An approach where a baseline is defined for 
the basic good behaviours of a capability are defined, with 
“top-ups” for specific behaviours and capability.

We have already seen some examples of this approach, 
supported by the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) 
in the UK21. The Network Device Protection Profile 
is an example of a Protection Profile that describes 
“security requirements for a Network Device (defined to 
be an infrastructure device that can be connected to a 
network)”, it is intended “to provide a minimal, baseline 
set of requirements that are targeted at mitigating well 
defined and described threats. It represents an evolution 
of “traditional” Protection Profiles”22. This has then been 
augmented with modules to define specific profiles for 
Virtual Private Network (VPN) gateways, Firewalls and 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) gateways (for voiceover IP).

Nexor see this model as being the way forward for guards and 
application gateways as part of an IEG solution. The baseline 
approach being used to certify that a product’s architecture 
and build approach is sound and implements all the basic 
controls that would be expected for this class of product. 

As an example, a key element of this would be to demonstrate 
network separation, with evidence that data can only be 
passed from one network to the other if it has been approved 
by a filter, and the implementers can demonstrate the filter 
mechanism cannot be bypassed. This says nothing about the 
quality and function of the filter mechanism.

For a specific instance of a guard, additional modules 
such as the specific content filters used would then need 
to be evaluated, within the context of the baseline. That is, 
to demonstrate the content filters only allow the desired 
content to pass, and operates in a way that it is consistent 
with the baseline ‘non-bypass’ feature of the guard.

With this approach, a third party lab evaluates a product 
as correctly implementing the baseline; then provides 
additional validation on a per-filter (or perhaps per-proxy) 
basis. The accreditor can then be assured that the IEG 
components used to implement the architecture can 
provide the required controls. 

In some cases, where the risk is lower, the accreditor may 
decide un-evaluated, but robustly built filters, provided by 
a vendor with a proven track record are acceptable, rather 
than incur the cost of evaluation.

This modular approach reduces cost for the product vendor 
as the baseline approval is common across all product 
variants needed to implement an IEG solution, and the 
specific security enforcing components such as filters can 
be assessed as necessary.

21 http://nxr.co/1yMO1Zk
22 http://nxr.co/1t6TVUe

5. EVOLVING EVALUATION LANDSCAPE CONT.
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6. ERODING BOUNDARY

Today’s interconnected work is more complex than this. 
The commercial world is in transition with the widespread 
adoption of cloud-based services, accessed from a wide 
variety of devices. ‘Sensor’ networks are rapidly building 
with the Internet of Things (IoT). 

How can military operational systems benefit from these 
changing business models, to drive down deployment costs 
and improve usability? In this section we briefly look at 
current research projects Nexor is involved in that could 
change the landscape.

6.1 BROWSE DOWN
The traditional model of an IEG is that data/information 
will be moved from the network of the content provider to 
the systems the information viewer/requestor has access 
to. Fundamentally the data is moved and an IEG used to 
mitigate the risks associated with moving the data.

The browse down concept turns this paradigm on its head: 
leave the data where it is and provide a view of that data 
to the reader. In many scenarios this provides for greater 
access management to the data, but is not applicable where 
close data integration is required.

This should not be confused with a web browser. In a typical 
web browser content is moved from the server to the client 
and rendered on the client – it is that rendering of content 
in the client that introduces the security risk – the attacker 
tries to manipulate the content so that the end user’s 
browser misbehaves.

With a browse down solution a thin client (or so-called 
zero client) is used. The only content that passes between 
domains is screen shots in one direction and mouse and 
keyboard events in the other, providing a significant risk 
reduction. To do this terminal services protocols are used, 
such as VNC, RDP or Citrix. 

This approach has two big wins:

1. The protocols are relatively simple to transform 
and validate. As such they are good candidates for 
implementing in evaluated High Assurance Guards.

2. The solution is independent of the application protocol, 
so one guard implementation can support all applications 
(as long as the application supports terminal services 
access – 95% do) reducing the need to invest in a large 
set of different guards for different protocols.

To find out more about Nexor’s high assurance browse 
down solution please contact us.

The previous sections of this paper have discussed the challenges and suggested how 
these may be overcome. However, they work on the assumption that information exchange 
systems will continue to operate in push-pull data sharing models, between isolated and 
trusted systems.

Figure 6 
SECURE BROWSE DOWN 

Enabling a view of multiple low-side applications and networks 
on a high-side terminal.

BROWSE DOWN
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6. ERODING BOUNDARY CONT.

6.2 LEAN SERVICES
A complexity of producing an IEG is the variety of protocols 
that need to be supported, together with the associated 
filtering mechanisms to provide the protection services. 

The Lean Services Architecture23 is an open schema-based 
request/response and event message protocol and supporting 
architecture that provides a Services Orientated Architecture 
(SOA) in the operational and tactical military domain. 

Within Lean Services, a schema defines the data exchange 
messages for a service (Lean Services Definition). To 
provide access to each service an adaptor is used to 
transform native message formats into on-the-wire lean 
services. In a cross domain context, a set of rules that must 
be adhered to are called the Barrier Validation Rules. 

In 2013, Nexor implemented a Lean Services Guard for 
an award-winning project24. This demonstrated how lean 
services could be used within the context of IEG information 
protection services.

Core to the concept are the Lean Services Definition and 
Barrier Validation Rules. Rather than trying to build an 
information protection service for many different message and 
protocol types, Lean Services use the transformation concept 
within SIXA® to map messages onto a common message 
format (Lean Services Definition), implemented in JSON. 
There are then Barrier Validation Rules to enable validation 
of the JSON content (schema checking) – these would be 
implemented in the validation element of SIXA® (the guard).

Using this approach, building information protection services 
becomes simpler: provide a single lean service interface on 
the guard (Data In and Data Out in Figure 5), and a Barrier 
Validation Rule set for the supported message types. 

This is essentially the modular approach discussed in Section 
4 of this paper, with the added possibility that the Barrier 
Validation Rule set could be changed by configuration rather 
than software modification, which is attractive from an 
accreditation perspective. 

An accreditation issue remains, how do you validate the 
integrity of the Barrier Validation Rule set? This is a simpler 
problem than re-accreditation of the entire IEG following a 
software change.

While the Lean Services approach is initially targeted at 
system interoperability, the approach could potentially be 
applied to a wider set of information types, such as those 
required by a full IEG. R&D in this area continues.

6.3 INFORMATION BASED SECURITY
One of the challenges with an IEG-based approach is that 
security properties are managed at the system level; the IEG 
defines what data is and is not allowed to pass the barrier. This 
is a rigid model and can lead to undesirable user behaviour, 
for example, when there is data that is outside of the security 
model that needs to be shared to meet mission objectives.

A solution being explored is how the information can be 
secured at the individual information object level, allowing 
the exchange of self-protecting “information objects”, where 
the objects themselves will only reveal their content in 
trusted environments.

This represents a fundamental change to the operational 
model. No longer are the boundaries required to validate 
each item of content, rather validating the information object 
has suitable protection for the environment it is about to 
enter. This alters and simplifies the IEG problem significantly, 
notwithstanding the challenges it poses elsewhere!

The approach is summarised in Figure 7 on the next page.

This work is closely aligned to the NCIA work on “Content-
Based Protection and Release Architecture for Future NATO 
Networks”.25

23 http://nxr.co/1BkNM7g
24 http://nxr.co/CScoalition
25 Wrona, K. ; NATO Commun. & Inf. Agency, The Hague, Netherlands ; Oudkerk, S. in Military Communications Conference,  

MILCOM 2013 - 2013 IEEE, pp 206 – 213
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Figure 7 
INFORMATION BASED SECURITY ARCHITECTURE (IBSA) POSTER 

The original poster can be seen on the IAAC website at http://nxr.co/IAAC-poster
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6.4 IEGS OF THE FUTURE
IEGs solve a problem today, but the future is moving 
towards different information architectures.

The use of collaborative working environments, for 
example, the use of tools like SharePoint or Jive are 
becoming common in the workplace. They have their risks, 
not least the nature of the interaction being via a web 
browser, and the security of the centrally held content. 

These risks are not acceptable in this community. We have 
shown how the use of browse down mitigates the risks of 
web browsing, and IBSA can mitigate risks of content on the 
central store being accessed, so we conclude an evolution of 
information exchange models is not that far away after all. 

Demonstration environments for these types of solutions 
are already being discussed, planned and implemented. 
The challenges, however, lie beyond just the technology 
solution. Monitoring, information ownership, system 
ownership, management and accreditation challenges will 
need to be resolved.

6. ERODING BOUNDARY CONT.
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7. SUMMARY

Within a NATO context the concept of an Information 
Exchange Gateway (IEG) has been defined to securely manage 
this boundary; we explored the IEG concept and looked at 
some of the challenges Nexor has experienced in deploying 
IEG solutions – largely based around flexibility to meet the 
business challenge and trust.

We propose that the solution to the challenge is a modular, 
architectural approach, in which modules can be assembled 
in an assurable way to build a flexible solution to the business 
challenge of today. 

Using a systemic approach encompassing a secure 
information exchange architecture, guard framework, node 
protection services and deployment methodology, we can 

re-use models and components to build an IEG to meet 
specific situations, including differing protocols, verification 
needs, form factor, management needs and differing security 
requirements.

For the longer term, we have challenged the current 
boundary models and looked at some of the research projects 
that are looking at alternative approaches, specifically browse 
down and information-based security.

The experiences highlighted show Nexor has been a driving 
force in the development and deployment of the IEG concept. 
However, we are not resting on our laurels, but are investing 
in R&D for the future of IEGs.

In this discussion paper we have looked at the critical operational role information  
exchange plays within a coalition network and explored why this leads to boundary-based 
security solutions.

Image licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0
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Nexor has a rich history of deploying 
Information Exchange Gateway (IEG) 
solutions that support mission critical 
systems. With our heritage in research we 
continue to innovate and apply this approach 
to creating solutions to meet our customers’ 
specific requirements.
Our track record is exemplified by our long-term relationships 
with key military organisations, such as NATO and the 
European Defence Agency, as well as partnerships with a 
wide range of system integrators and channel partners.

Our innovative IEG solutions have created competitive 
advantage for our customers and on several occasions 
Nexor has created a solution that proves to be a 
technological first.

Our solutions are based on our industry-leading SIXA® 
technology portfolio, which has a modular architectural 
design that offers both security and flexibility. Combined 
with our technology integration and software engineering 
capabilities, this ensures that we can provide solutions to an 
extensive set of IEG scenarios.

Underlying our creativity is a value set that encompasses 
our commitment to customer service, communication 
and continuous improvement. We believe in ‘doing things 
properly’, which is why our customers have such high levels 
of confidence in our trustworthy IEG solutions.

CONTACT DETAILS
Nexor Limited, 8 The Triangle, Enterprise Way  
ng2 Business Park, Nottingham, NG2 1AE, UK

+44 (0)115 952 0500
info@nexor.com
www.nexor.com


